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An oc
ctave spa
anning ch
hip-based
d optical ruler
r
S
Scientists
at MPQ develop octa
ave-spannin
ng frequen
ncy comb
w
with
a micro
oresonator
More th
han a decade ago, the
e frequenc
cy comb tec
chnique wa
as develop
ped at
the Ma
ax Planck Institute of
o Quantum
m Optics by
b Profess
sor Theodo
or W.
Hänsch
h. The new
w tool has stimulated fundame
ental resea
arch as we
ell as
laser developmen
d
nt and its applications becaus
se it gave rise to a m
major
increas
se in the accuracy
a
o measurring optica
of
al frequenc
cies. Alrea
ady a
couple of years ago,
a
a team
m of scienttists aroun
nd Dr. Tobiias Kippen
nberg,
formerlly Leader of
o the Max
x Planck Research Group “Lab
boratory of Phocome
tonics and
a
Quantum Measurements” at
a MPQ, wh
ho has sinc
ce then bec
Associa
ate Profes
ssor at the
e Ecole Po
olytechniqu
ue Fédérale de Laus
sanne
(EPFL),, succeede
ed for the
e first tim
me in gene
erating optical frequ
uency
combs using ch
hip-based quartz gla
ass toroids
s with dia
ameters on
n the
microm
meter scale
e. Now the scientists
s made a big
b step further: theirr new
microre
esonators produce light over a range of more than
n an octave
e and
are at the
t
same time precis
sely tunable
e (PRL 107
7, 063901, 1 August 2
2011).
This ac
chievementt brings a variety
v
of application
a
ns into reac
ch, such as
s optical telecommuniications orr the precise calibra
ation of sp
pectrographs in
astroph
hysics.
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A frequency comb is a light source
s
conttaining – sim
milar to a ra
ainbow – a large
spectrum of colourrs. Howeverr, the freque
encies are not
n continuo
ously distrib
buted.
Instead, up to a million spectrral lines are
e spaced in exactly the
e same disttance.
The sup
perposition of this “comb” with an
nother lase
er beam ressults in a pattern
from wh
hich the unkknown laser frequencyy can be de
etermined with
w very hig
gh accuracy. The freque
ency comb developed by Prof. Hä
änsch is ba
ased on a m
modelocking process in
n short-pulsse lasers. This set-up
p consists of many o
optical
compon
nents, even though it iss made toda
ay relatively
y compact and
a commercially
available. Indeed, Menlo Syystems Ltd.., a spin-offf companyy establishe
ed by
e marketing
g the freque
ency comb technology
t
w
worldwide.
MPQ, iss meanwhile
A couple of years ago, the gro
oup “Laborratory of Ph
hotonics and
d Quantum Measurements”, which was associated with th
he Laser Sp
pectroscopyy Division o
of Professor Hänsch,
H
hass succeede
ed in genera
ating a freq
quency com
mb by means of a
tiny miccrostructure, a toroidal glass reso
onator with a diameter of less than 100
microme
etres. This was done in coopera
ation with Dr. Ronald Holzwarth
h from
Menlo Systems
S
Lttd. and pro
omises to radically
r
red
duce the size of frequ
uency
comb ge
enerators.
Using a “nanowire”” made of glass
g
the sccientists cou
uple light fro
om a diode
e laser
into thiss monolithicc structure, where
w
it is stored
s
for a rather long
g time. This leads
to extre
emely high light intenssities inside
e the reson
nator, i.e. photon
p
densities,
which again
a
produ
uce nonlinear effects such
s
as ‘fou
ur-wave mixing’ induced by
the Kerr effect: two
o light quan
nta of equal energy arre converted
d to two ph
hotons
of which
h one light quantum ha
as a higherr energy, the
e other a lo
ower energyy than
the orig
ginal ones. The newly produced light fields can
c in turn interact witth the
original light fieldss, thereby producing new freque
encies. Fro
om this casscade
es a broad, discrete
d
spe
ectrum of frrequencies. By optimizing the geo
ometry
emerge
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of the toroid microresonator, Dr. Pascal Del’Haye (MPQ) and Tobias Herr (EPFL), doctoral
students at the referred experiment, have managed to compensate the effects of dispersion,
such that the photon round-trip time inside the resonator remains the same for all light frequencies. Now the microresonators produce light over the range of more than an octave,
from von 900 bis 2170 nm (near IR), for the first time. (As on the keyboard of a piano, the
range of an octave corresponds to a doubling of the frequency.)
By raising the intensity of the light coupled into the resonator the frequencies of the comb
can be shifted simultaneously. The higher intensities increase the temperature of the glass
structure by up to 800 degree Celsius whereby the resonator is expanding and changing its
index of refraction. Both effects lead to a shift of the comb lines towards lower frequencies,
i.e. longer wavelengths. The broad range of frequencies as well as the tunability is an important pre-condition for self-referencing, where the lower range of the spectrum is doubled and
compared to the upper part. Self-referencing is an important precondition for the use of frequency combs in metrology.
Also optical telecommunications will profit from the new tool. Whereas in the conventional
frequency comb the lines are extremely close and of very low intensity, the spectral lines of
the monolithic frequency comb have a separation of about 850 gigahertz and powers of the
order of one milliwatt. This spacing and power level corresponds to the typical requirements
for the “carriers” of the data channels in fibre-based optical communications. Tunability and
broad range make the device also suitable for very precise calibration of spectrographs for
astrophysics. Due to the large variety of possible applications many groups worldwide show
interest in using the resonators for the miniaturization of photonic devices. A number of other
geometries and materials are investigated, e.g. polished crystals, highly reflective fiber cavities and silicon structures based on computer-chip technology. [O.M.]

Figure: Octave spanning frequency comb generation in a microresonator. Panel (a) shows
the experiment with a glass nano-fiber and a silicon chip with optical resonators. A scanning
electron microscope picture of a resonator is shown in panel (b). Panel (c) shows the optical
spectrum of the frequency comb generated in such a microresonator seeded by a single frequency laser.
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